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Prosperity Agenda – A Key Priority for the UK Government
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The UK Government’s ambitions

1.

Doubling UK exports to £1 trillion a
year by 2020;

2.

getting 100,000 more UK companies
exporting by 2020;

3.

getting one in four UK companies to
export (European average) rather than
one in five at present; and

4.

maintaining the UK’s position as the
most favoured location in Europe for
inward investment and doubling the
UK’s stock of FDI to £1 trillion by 2020.
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UKTI’s mission

1.

Support UK companies to grow
their business through
international trade;

2.

connect UK business to the
world’s top commercial
opportunities;

3.

attract high quality inward
investment to the
UK; and

4.

establish whole-of-government
relationships with major wealth
creators to increase exports and
investment.
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UKTI’s global presence
• UKTI teams identify business opportunities
around the world. They support businesses
throughout the UK.
• UKTI has more than 1,200 staff in over 100
overseas markets and around 400 people across
UK regions, working locally to support UK
businesses and overseas investors.
• The devolved administrations have their own
trade teams, delivering services analogous to
UKTI’s.

UKTI has more than

1,200
staff in over

100
overseas markets.

• Our advisers are overwhelmingly from the
private sector, with experience in international
trade/investment.
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UK Regions and UKTI’s Role

Crucial role of
UK Regions to
support UKTI
posts in the
world

30% in
two years*
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UKTI Trade objectives
1. Help 32,000 SMEs to export this year, 50,000
by 2014/15 and 100,000 by 2020;
2. helping generate additional sales of £45.5bn
this year and £56 billion by 2014-15;
3. to include £3bn of business from high value
opportunities (major projects) overseas this
year and £4.5bn by 2014-15.
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UKTI Investment objectives for the UK
1.

Secure £1.5 trillion in FDI stock by 2020.

2.

Continue to attract high value
investments from all markets in which
UKTI is represented.

3.

70% of new investments significantly
influenced by UKTI,

4.

including £4.5 billion of investment in UK
priority infrastructure projects.
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TOP Economic and Commercial priorities – UKTI Portugal
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UKTI Portugal: targets
• OMIS Revenue - £ services we sell to UK
companies wiling to export to Portugal or
through Portugal - > £90,000/ Year
• TGVs – Trade Growth Value – Value of contract
signed – 8 TGVs
• Service Deliveries – number of services
delivered inc. number of UK new SMEs
supported – 600

Webinars
Campaigns
Social Media
Partnering events
Account management
Investment Development

• Quality and Customer Satisfaction - > 80%
• Number of FDI projects – 13 of which 3 are
High Value
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Strategic Relationship Management (SRM)
•

UKTI advisers work to understand all clients’
business and their needs, whatever the size or
sector of company.

•

A new SRM programme introduces top level
client account management of our biggest
inward investment and exporting companies;

•

and developing strong relationships with
institutional investors, infrastructure developers
and key intermediaries in order to facilitate and
speed up infrastructure investment;

•

and bringing finance from international
institutional investors into the UK’s
infrastructure.
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UKTI Strategic Partners
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UKTI Portugal – how to promote partnerships
further..

BUSINESS IN PORTUGUESE
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PORTUGAL as a Platform to other Portuguese speaking countries

Portuguese Language
Market
Knowledge
Low Investment
Cultural
Affinity
Low Risk
Bilateral
PartnerAgreements
of Choice
Low Risk

Partner with Portuguese
companies in those markets
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Partnerships- How UKTI deliver it in Portugal?
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Key Accounts - examples
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Platform – Quotes from UK investors in Portugal

“Having a similar culture and speaking the same language we are putting
down two relevant barriers and giving comfort to the other part.” Mr
Carneiro also recognises that using this route Sage “is perhaps progressing
faster in Brazil”.
“Using Portugal as a platform to Brazil has plenty of advantages, the main of
which is the Portuguese language (...) project documents in Brazil are in
Portuguese and the understanding of business culture make it a lot
easier for the UK to gain business if a Portuguese partner is involved.”

“Common language and culture gives immediately an edge. Also the legal
systems in these markets are based common the Portuguese law. There are a
number of bilateral agreements that are unique to Portugal and these markets.“
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Promoting Partnerships – Recent and Future UKTI activities
•

9 February 2012 – Seminar on “Partnering for Major Infrastructure Projects – Infrastructure UK and the Olympics
in Brazil” – 10 UK companies attended the event; approx. 200 Portuguese companies; more than 80 bilateral
meetings scheduled – approx. 4 partnerships established (still monitoring)

•

30 de October 2012 – Session on Cross Border Investments: UK-Portugal- Brazil – London, UK – more than 30 UK
companies – Portuguese and Brazilian companies attended the session

•

26 February 2013 – Seminar on “Partnerships with Portuguese companies as an express route to Africa” – London,
UK – more than 200 UK SMEs attended the event; 16 Portuguese companies; more than 70 bilateral meetings
scheduled – approx. 5 partnerships established (still monitoring)

•

8 May 2013 – Seminar “Portugal as a Platform to other Speaking Countries – Angola, Brazil and Mozambique) –
Lisbon, Portugal – 16 UK companies attended the event, 170 Portuguese companies; more than 100 bilateral
meetings scheduled – still monitoring

•

September 2013 – 2 Webinars (to UK SMEs) on Portugal as a platform to UK companies in Angola and
Mozambique: 1) education and skills 2) Infrastructure

•

November 2013 – joint UK-Portugal cross sector mission to Angola (in partnership with UKTI Luanda)

•

January 2014 – Session on Portugal as a platform to Portuguese speaking markets – Raise awareness near the City
of London (In partnership with TheCityUK)

(to note that these are only the initiatives related to the Platform work UKTI promotes)
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Conclusion – How to promote partnerships further?
• Identify market opportunities (Demand) and what the available market expertise is
(Supply)
• Segmentation – Supply – Demand analysis
• Build a robust account management - Choose the winners!
• Estimated value of Business
• Develop an action plan – inc. specific action to have with each supplier and customers
(inc. Visiting programmes)
• Follow up
• Monthly reviews
• Celebrate success!
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UK and Portugal – a long standing relationship

Long-lasting commercial relationship

•

Bilateral Trade accounting for €3 Billion

•

More than 400 UK companies operating in Portugal

•

Approximately 100 Portuguese companies operating in
the UK

•

Approximately 80,000 British people living in Portugal

•

Increasing UK interest in the platform for Portuguese
speaking markets
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Thank you
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